Microsoft Research is where leading scientists and engineers have the freedom and support to propel discovery and innovation. Here, they pursue and publish curiosity-driven research in a range of scientific and technical disciplines that can be translated into products. With access to vast computing power, global multi-disciplinary teams tackle complex problems that drive breakthrough technologies and improve lives.

**Careers**
Imagine having the freedom and resources to pursue and publish curiosity-driven research that tackles complex problems to improve lives. 
aka.ms/msrcareers

**Events**
Connect with our researchers at conferences and Microsoft Research events around the world.
aka.ms/msrevent

**Microsoft Research Blog**
Read in-depth technical and notable articles from our researchers, scientists, and engineers. 
aka.ms/msrblog

**Microsoft Research Podcast**
Listen in on conversations that bring you closer to the cutting-edge of technology research and the scientists behind it. aka.ms/msrpod

**Programs**
Further your research with fellowships, grants, and opportunities.
Research at Microsoft

Collaborating globally with researchers, scientists, and industry leaders.

- MSR Labs
  Long term basic research

- MSR NExT
  New experiences and technologies

Across Microsoft
Researcher & Scientists working in product, technology and business groups

Research Lab Locations

Curiosity-driven research

Envision, create, prototype, solve, lead on questions, challenges, and possibilities

Deployement-driven research

Short-term, immediate, tangible impact to products and business

“Curiosity-driven research and commitment to basic research not only is something that has made Microsoft’s progress or Microsoft’s own existence possible, but it’s that broader impact in the world around us.”

- Satya Nadella
Microsoft Research areas support a multi disciplinary approach

The Microsoft Research blog provides in-depth views and perspectives from our researchers, scientists and engineers, plus information about noteworthy events and conferences, scholarships, and fellowships designed for academic and scientific communities.

aka.ms.com/msrblog

The Microsoft Research podcast
An ongoing series of conversations bringing you right up to the cutting edge of Microsoft Research.

aka.ms.com/msrpod
And available on podcasting apps
Join us!
Microsoft Research Intern Program

World-class researchers
Work with top researchers and innovative research teams.

Networking opportunities
Build connections with researchers and other people across the company.

Awesome benefits
You’ll get a competitive salary, housing, medical, and more.

Amazing locations
The Pacific Northwest is amazing, but if that’s not your thing, we host internships around the world.

Impactful projects
Work on projects that will impact the field of computer science – and the world.

Learn about
Microsoft Research
Microsoft.com/Research

Find your internship
aka.ms/IWannaBeAResearchIntern

Get in touch
ResearchIntern@microsoft.com

MicrosoftResearch
@MSFTResearch
microsoftresearch
Microsoft Research Group
@msf_t_research
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